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Abstract. Galactic cosmic rays are believed to be generated
by diffusive shock acceleration processes in Supernova Rem-
nants, and the arrival direction is likely determined by the
distribution of their sources throughout the Galaxy, in par-
ticular by the nearest and youngest ones. Transport to Earth
through the interstellar medium is expected to affect the cos-
mic ray properties as well. However, the observed anisotropy
of TeV cosmic rays and its energy dependence cannot be ex-
plained with diffusion models of particle propagation in the
Galaxy. Within a distance of a few parsec, diffusion regime
is not valid and particles with energy below about 100 TeV
must be influenced by the heliosphere and its elongated tail.
The observation of a highly significant localized excess re-
gion of cosmic rays from the apparent direction of the down-
stream interstellar flow at 1–10 TeV energies might provide
the first experimental evidence that the heliotail can affect
the transport of energetic particles. In particular, TeV cosmic
rays propagating through the heliotail interact with the 100–
300 AU wide magnetic field polarity domains generated by
the 11 yr cycles. Since the strength of non-linear convective
processes is expected to be larger than viscous damping, the
plasma in the heliotail is turbulent. Where magnetic field do-
mains converge on each other due to solar wind gradient,
stochastic magnetic reconnection likely occurs. Such pro-
cesses may be efficient enough to re-accelerate a fraction of
TeV particles as long as scattering processes are not strong.
Therefore, the fractional excess of TeV cosmic rays from the
narrow region toward the heliotail direction traces sightlines
with the lowest smearing scattering effects, that can also ex-
plain the observation of a harder than average energy spec-
trum.

1 Introduction

During the last decades, galactic cosmic rays have been
found to have a small but measurable energy dependent un-
even arrival direction distribution, with a relative amplitude
of order 10−4

− 10−3. This anisotropy was observed in the
Northern Hemisphere from energies of tens to several hun-
dreds GeV with muon detectors (Nagashima et al., 1998;
Munakata et al., 2010), and in the multi-TeV energy range
with Tibet ASγ array (Amenomori et al., 2006, 2011a),
Super-Kamiokande (Guillian et al., 2007), Milagro (Abdo
et al., 2009) and ARGO-YBJ (Zhang, 2009; Shuwang, 2011).
An anisotropy was also observed at an energy in excess of
about 100 TeV with the EAS-TOP shower array (Aglietta
et al., 2009). Recently similar observations were reported in
the Southern Hemisphere at energies of 10s to 100s TeV with
the IceCube Observatory (Abbasi et al., 2010, 2012). While
at ∼10 TeV the anisotropy appears to be topologically con-
nected to the GeV-TeV observations in the north above about
100 TeV, the global anisotropy persists but with a different
phase consistent with the results fromAglietta et al.(2009).
The top panel of Fig.1 shows the combined map in equa-
torial coordinates of relative intensity of cosmic ray arrival
direction distribution observed by Tibet ASγ at about 5 TeV
in the Northern Hemisphere, and by IceCube at about 20 TeV
in the Southern Hemisphere.

The arrival distribution of sub-TeV cosmic rays revealed
the existence of two kinds of anisotropies, as discussed inNa-
gashima et al.(1998). One is a global non-dipolar anisotropy
with relative excess approximately centered around equato-
rial right ascension of 0 hr, and an increasing amplitude up
to 1–10 TeV energies. The other is a directional excess re-
gion confined in a cone of half opening angle of 68◦ from
right ascension of about 6 h, and observed for energies be-
low TeV. This region covers a portion of the sky that includes
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Fig. 1. Top panel: Map in equatorial coordinates of the relative in-
tensity of the cosmic ray arrival distribution as observed by the Tibet
ASγ at about 5 TeV in the northern hemisphere (from Amenomori
et al. (2011a)) and by the IceCube Observatory at a median energy
of 20 TeV in the southern hemisphere (from Abbasi et al. (2010)).
Bottom panel: Map in equatorial coordinates of the statistical sig-
nificance of the cosmic ray arrival direction distribution as observed
by Milagro at about 1 TeV in the northern hemisphere (from Abdo
et al. (2008)) and by the IceCube Observatory at a median energy of
20 TeV in the southern hemisphere (from Abbasi et al. (2011b)). In
this map features with angular extension larger than30

◦

−60
◦ are

filtered out.

stream the interstellar wind delimited within the heliopause,
i.e. the boundary that separates the solar wind and interstellar
plasmas (Izmodenov and Kallenbach, 2006). Its origin was
therefore attributed to some unidentified anisotropic process
occurring in the heliotail, and thus it was called ”tail-in”ex-
cess.

At the higher TeV energies, while the tail-in broad ex-
cess becomes sub-dominant, the global anisotropy shows
evidence of statistically significant small angular structures
from the same direction in the sky. In particular, using ex-
perimental techniques in the attempt to isolate relativelylo-
calized excess or deficit regions of events that overlap over
the smooth global anisotropy, angular features of order 20◦-
30◦ were discovered. Two separate highly significant local-
ized fractional excess regions of cosmic rays were reported
in the northern hemisphere by Milagro (Abdo et al., 2008),
and also by Tibet ASγ (Amenomori et al., 2007) and ARGO-
YBJ (Vernetto et al., 2009; Iuppa, 2011). The observation
of a small scale anisotropy at multi-TeV energies was re-

ported by IceCube, in the southern hemisphere, as well (Ab-
basi et al., 2011b). The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the
combined map in equatorial coordinates of statistical signif-
icance of the cosmic ray arrival direction distribution where
only features with angular extension smaller than about 60◦

are visible. Such small scale features lay in the same portion
of the sky where the tail-in excess was dominant at lower
energy, especially the one toward the heliotail direction with
equatorial coordinates (α, δ) ≈ (5 hr, +17◦).

At an energy in excess of about 100 TeV, where the
anisotropy has a different topology than at lower energy, cos-
mic ray particles are hardly influenced by the heliosphere and
its elongated tail, and their arrival direction might hold in-
formation on the Local Interstellar Magnetic Field (LIMF)
on a larger scale. If the extended heliotail induces a signif-
icant perturbation in the local interstellar medium, that can
affect the arrival direction of multi-TeV cosmic ray particles,
then the anisotropy can be considered as an indirect probe
of how the LIMF influences the heliospheric boundary itself
(see Desiati and Lazarian (2011)). Moreover, cosmic rays
below about 10 TeV are expected to be influenced by mag-
netic fields inside the heliotail as well. The concurrent effects
of magnetic reconnection and scattering processes might be
able to explain some observations, although more experi-
mental results and further developments in heliospheric Mag-
neto Hydro-Dynamic (MHD) simulations are needed for bet-
ter constrain models.

The origin of the cosmic ray anisotropy, its persistence
in a wide energy range and its angular structure, is cur-
rently subject of debate. In this paper we will briefly report
the interpretations provided by various authors (in Sec. 2),
with an emphasis on a possible phenomenological connec-
tion between the broad tail-in excess of sub-TeV cosmic
rays and the localized fractional excess of multi-TeV cos-
mic rays from the direction of the heliotail. We’ll then de-
scribe the magnetic field structure in the heliotail as shaped
by solar cycles and rotation in Sec. 3. An overview on mag-
netic reconnection processes is given in Sec. 4, with an em-
phasis on stochastic reconnection, assumed to contribute to
the origin of the anomalies observed toward the heliotail.
Sec. 5 addresses the proposed mechanism of cosmic ray re-
acceleration in the heliotail and its effective influence inre-
lation to scattering processes.

2 Cosmic Rays Anisotropy

The origin of cosmic ray anisotropy is still unknown. The
relative motion of the solar system with respect to the cos-
mic ray plasma rest frame (for instance due to galactic rota-
tion) would produce a dipolar anisotropy in the direction of
the motion (Compton and Getting, 1935; Gleeson and Ax-
ford, 1968). Such Compton-Getting effect was not singled
out from observations yet, inducing to a possible conclusion
that the bulk of galactic cosmic rays co-rotates with the so-

Fig. 1. Top panel: map in equatorial coordinates of the relative in-
tensity of the cosmic ray arrival distribution as observed by the Tibet
ASγ at about 5 TeV in the Northern Hemisphere (fromAmenomori
et al., 2011a), and by the IceCube Observatory at a median energy
of 20 TeV in the Southern Hemisphere (fromAbbasi et al., 2010).
Bottom panel: map in equatorial coordinates of the statistical sig-
nificance of the cosmic ray arrival direction distribution as observed
by Milagro at about 1 TeV in the Northern Hemisphere (fromAbdo
et al., 2008), and by the IceCube Observatory at a median energy
of 20 TeV in the Southern Hemisphere (fromAbbasi et al., 2011).
In this map features with angular extension larger than 30–60◦ are
filtered out.

the direction of the heliospheric tail (or heliotail), which is
the region of the heliosphere downstream from the interstel-
lar wind delimited within the heliopause, i.e. the boundary
that separates the solar wind and the interstellar plasmas (Iz-
modenov and Kallenbach, 2006). Its origin was therefore at-
tributed to some unidentified anisotropic process occurring
in the heliotail, and thus it was called “tail-in” excess.

At the higher TeV energies, while the tail-in broad ex-
cess becomes sub-dominant, the global anisotropy shows
evidence of statistically significant small angular structures
from the same direction in the sky. In particular, using exper-
imental techniques in the attempt to isolate relatively local-
ized excess or deficit regions of events that overlap over the
smooth global anisotropy, angular features of order 20–30◦

were discovered. Two separate, highly significant, localized,
fractional, excess regions of cosmic rays were reported in the
Northern Hemisphere by Milagro (Abdo et al., 2008), and
also by Tibet ASγ (Amenomori et al., 2007) and ARGO-YBJ

(Vernetto et al., 2009; Iuppa, 2011). The observation of a
small scale anisotropy at multi-TeV energies was reported
by IceCube, in the Southern Hemisphere, as well (Abbasi
et al., 2011). The bottom panel of Fig.1 shows the combined
map in equatorial coordinates of statistical significance of the
cosmic ray arrival direction distribution where only features
with angular extension smaller than about 60◦ are visible.
Such small scale features lay in the same portion of the sky
where the tail-in excess was dominant at lower energy, espe-
cially the one toward the heliotail direction with equatorial
coordinates (α, δ) ≈ (5 h, +17◦).

At an energy in excess of about 100 TeV, where the
anisotropy has a different topology than at lower energy, cos-
mic ray particles are hardly influenced by the heliosphere and
its elongated tail, and their arrival direction might hold in-
formation on the Local Interstellar Magnetic Field (LIMF)
on a larger scale. If the extended heliotail induces a signif-
icant perturbation in the local interstellar medium, that can
affect the arrival direction of multi-TeV cosmic ray particles,
then the anisotropy can be considered as an indirect probe
of how the LIMF influences the heliospheric boundary it-
self (seeDesiati and Lazarian, 2011). Moreover, cosmic rays
below about 10 TeV are expected to be influenced by mag-
netic fields inside the heliotail as well. The concurrent effects
of magnetic reconnection and scattering processes might be
able to explain some observations, although more experi-
mental results and further developments in heliospheric Mag-
neto Hydro-Dynamic (MHD) simulations are needed for bet-
ter constrain models.

The origin of the cosmic ray anisotropy, its persistence in a
wide energy range and its angular structure, is currently sub-
ject of debate. In this paper we will briefly report the interpre-
tations provided by various authors (in Sect.2), with an em-
phasis on a possible phenomenological connection between
the broad tail-in excess of sub-TeV cosmic rays and the lo-
calized fractional excess of multi-TeV cosmic rays from the
direction of the heliotail. We will then describe the magnetic
field structure in the heliotail as shaped by solar cycles and
rotation in Sect.3. An overview on magnetic reconnection
processes is given in Sect.4, with an emphasis on stochas-
tic reconnection, assumed to contribute to the origin of the
anomalies observed toward the heliotail. Section5 addresses
the proposed mechanism of cosmic ray re-acceleration in the
heliotail and its effective influence in relation to scattering
processes.

2 Cosmic rays anisotropy

The origin of cosmic ray anisotropy is still unknown. The
relative motion of the solar system, with respect to the cos-
mic ray plasma rest frame (for instance due to galactic rota-
tion), would produce a dipolar anisotropy in the direction of
the motion (Compton and Getting, 1935; Gleeson and Ax-
ford, 1968). Such Compton-Getting effect was not singled
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out from observations yet, inducing to a possible conclusion
that the bulk of galactic cosmic rays co-rotates with the so-
lar system (Amenomori et al., 2006). Moreover, in the sce-
nario where galactic cosmic rays are accelerated in super-
nova remnants, their arrival direction should have a relative
excess toward the galactic center, i.e. the line of sight with
the larger expected number of sources. On the other hand the
nearest galactic sources would dominate the observed arrival
distribution, and changes in anisotropy amplitude and phase
with cosmic ray energy can arise as a natural consequence of
the stochastic nature of their sources in the local interstellar
medium (Erlykin and Wolfendale, 2006; Blasi and Amato,
2012).

Propagation properties of cosmic rays in the interstellar
medium are likely to have an important role in shaping the
anisotropy as well (Battaner et al., 2009). For instance, a sce-
nario where the large scale anisotropy is linked to diffusion
of cosmic rays through the LIMF connecting the solar sys-
tem to the interstellar medium outside the local interstellar
cloud (where the solar system currently resides) was pro-
posed byAmenomori et al.(2007, 2011b). This model ac-
counts for the apparent quadrupolar contribution observed
with the large scale anisotropy. InFrisch(2011) it is noted
that the tail-in excess region, besides including the heliotail
direction, is centered around the direction of the LIMF, there-
fore linking its origin to their propagation deep inside the tail
or to streaming along the LIMF or the S1 sub-shell of Loop
I superbubble.

Within a distance of a few times the mean free path, dif-
fusion regime breaks down and propagation of cosmic rays
depends on their interaction with the turbulence ripples of
the LIMF. Even though observations suggest that the LIMF
is coherent over scales of about 100 pc, they also imply vari-
ations in field directions of less than 30–40◦, that can be at-
tributed to turbulence (Frisch, 2011). Scattering of TeV-PeV
cosmic ray particles with the turbulent interstellar magnetic
field within the mean free path (i.e. a few 10s pc) can gener-
ate intermediate and small scale perturbations over an under-
lying large scale anisotropy (Giacinti and Sigl, 2011). The
observed anisotropy structure, therefore, could be used to
infer turbulence properties of the LIMF. At energies below
about 100 TeV the proton gyro-radius is a few thousands AU,
thought to be comparable to the length of the heliotail (Iz-
modenov and Alexashov, 2003). At these energies cosmic
ray anisotropy is likely influenced by the extended and turbu-
lent heliospheric magnetic field, and localized features in ar-
rival direction can arise from the scattering of energetic cos-
mic ray particles with the heliospheric magnetic field ordered
by the LIMF direction (Desiati and Lazarian, 2011).

Another model aimed to explain the origin of the TeV
small scale anisotropic features, appeals to the observation
that the two localized excess regions in the Morthern Hemi-
sphere are seemingly close to the so-called Hydrogen De-
flection Plane (HDP), which is the plane containing the di-
rections of the interstellar flow and of the magnetic field

upstream the heliospheric nose (Amenomori et al., 2011b).
According to this model, cosmic rays propagating along the
heliotail within the HDP are bent by the heliospheric mag-
netic field, so that two localized excess regions are formed
symmetrically separated with respect to the direction of the
heliotail on the HDP. This implies that the heliospheric mag-
netic field between about 70 AU and 340 AU along the helio-
tail is responsible for the two localized regions observed in
the Northern Hemisphere in the energy range between 4 and
30 TeV. The heliospheric magnetic field has a complex struc-
ture determined by the combined effects of the 26 day rota-
tion period of the Sun and of the 11 yr solar cycle (Pogorelov
et al., 2009a). This complex time-dependent magnetic field
structure should produce an observable time variability in the
relative intensity and position of the localized fractional re-
gions over an 11 yr period.

Some other models rely on an astrophysical origin of the
observation. InSalvati and Sacco(2008); Drury and Aharo-
nian(2008); Salvati(2010) it is noted that the two observed
localized excess regions in the Northern Hemisphere, sur-
round the present day apparent location of Geminga pulsar.
The supernova that gave birth to the pulsar exploded about
340 000 yr ago, and the accelerated cosmic rays might have
propagated along interstellar magnetic fields connecting the
region of Geminga to Earth. Since nothing or very little is
known of the local interstellar medium properties, cosmic ray
diffusion is not sufficiently constrained to provide a coherent
scenario that can explain the observations without consider-
able fine tuning.

Due to the coincidence of the most significant localized
excess observed by Milagro with the heliotail, it is possi-
ble that we are seeing the effects of neutron production in
the gravitationally focussed tail of the interstellar material,
as suggested byDrury and Aharonian(2008). Cosmic rays
propagating through the direction of the tail interact with
matter and magnetic fields to produce neutrons and hence
a localized excess of cosmic ray in that direction. But while
the target size has about the right size compared to the de-
cay length of multi-TeV neutrons (∼0.1 pc), the increase of
the gravitating matter density is too low to account for the
observed excess.

In Malkov et al. (2010) it is proposed that cosmic rays
emitted by a source (like a supernova remnant for instance)
within a few 100 pc are scattered by a strongly anisotropic
Alfv én wave spectrum, formed by the turbulent cascade
across the local field direction. Cosmic rays with small pitch
angle with respect to the local interstellar magnetic field un-
dergo the highest scattering, thus producing a faint localized
excess region. An outer scale of the interstellar medium tur-
bulence of about 1 pc would explain the observations.

The fractional excess relative to the cosmic ray back-
ground observed by Milagro in the direction of the helio-
tail is ∼6× 10−4, i.e. about 1/10 the amplitude of the global
anisotropy at TeV energy. This is comparable to the ampli-
tude that the broad tail-in excess would have if extrapolated
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from 100s GeV to TeV energies (Nagashima et al., 1998).
Such an excess was found to be consistent with hadronic
cosmic rays with an energy spectrum of the formN(E) ∼

E−γ e−E/Ec with spectral indexγ <2.7 (i.e. flatter than the
average cosmic ray spectrum) at 4.6σ level, and a cut-off en-
ergyEc = 3− 25 TeV (Abdo et al., 2008). A similar spectral
hardening was observed by ARGO-YBJ (Di Sciascio and the
ARGO-YBJ Collaboration, 2012).

In this paper we discuss the scenario where the excess re-
gion of cosmic rays from the direction of the heliotail ob-
served from a few tens GeV to about 10 TeV is generated by
re-acceleration processes of a fraction of energetic particles
propagating through magnetic reconnection regions along
the heliotail. A concurrent contribution from scattering with
the turbulence ripples of the heliospheric magnetic field can-
not be excluded, especially in relation to the other observed
localized fractional excess regions, although this possibility
is the topic of another paper (Desiati and Lazarian, 2011).

3 Magnetic field structure at the heliotail

The motion of the solar system through the local partially
ionized medium1 produces a comet-like interface due to
the solar wind plasma advected downstream by the inter-
stellar flow, called the heliosphere. A termination shock,
where the solar wind pressure equals that from the interstel-
lar flow, is formed at approximately 100 AU from the Sun.
The interface separating interplanetary and interstellar mag-
netic fields, called heliopause, is at a distance of approxi-
mately 200 AU in the upstream direction, and it may extend
downstream several thousands AU (Izmodenov and Kallen-
bach, 2006) where it could be about 600 AU wide (Pogorelov
et al., 2009a). The LIMF drapes around the heliosphere, im-
printing a deformation that affects its internal structure as
well (Pogorelov et al., 2009b). The heliospheric magnetic
field has been studied with detailed MHD simulations, where
the effects from the 26 day solar rotation and the 11 yr so-
lar cycle were considered (Pogorelov et al., 2009a) (see also
Scherer and Fahr, 2003). Over solar cycles the magnetic
field polarity is reversed every 11 yr, generating unipolar re-
gions dragged along the heliotail by the∼100 km s−1 so-
lar wind (Parker, 1979). In particular these magnetic regions
grow to their maximum latitudinal extent during solar min-
imum (about 200–300 AU in size) and reduce to zero at so-
lar maximum, when the heliospheric plasma is dominated by
the strongly mixed polarity domains (about 0.1–1 AU in size)
from solar rotation (Nerney et al., 1995). Due to the tilt of
the solar magnetic axis with respect to its rotation axis, the
unipolar regions are thinner at lower latitudes (as shown in
Fig. 2). Therefore, the tailward line of view is dominated

1the solar system is located at the edge of the so-called local
interstellar cloud, which is part of a complex cloudlet structure ex-
panding from the Scorpion-Centaurus Association (seeFrisch et al.,
2011)
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Fig. 2. A schematic meridional view of the sectored heliospheric
magnetic field arising from the 11-year solar cycle polarityrever-
sals. The subsonic solar wind pushes the sectors across the termi-
nation shock along the heliotail, compressing them to each other
and toward the heliopause. The turbulence that is expected to per-
turb the heliospheric magnetized plasma, determines the thickness
of the current sheet outflow regions. While their length depends on
the average magnetic field geometry and by the turbulence level.
Adapted from Nerney et al. (1995); Lazarian and Opher (2009).

hadronic cosmic rays with an energy spectrum of the form
N(E) ∼ E−γ e−E/Ec with spectral indexγ <2.7 (i.e. flat-
ter than the average cosmic ray spectrum) at 4.6σ level, and
a cut-off energyEc = 3 − 25 TeV (Abdo et al., 2008). A
similar spectral hardening was observed by ARGO-YBJ (Di
Sciascio and for the ARGO-YBJ Collaboration, 2012).

In this paper we discuss the scenario where the excess re-
gion of cosmic rays from the direction of the heliotail ob-
served from a few tens GeV to about 10 TeV, is generated by
re-acceleration processes of a fraction of energetic particles
propagating through magnetic reconnection regions along
the heliotail. A concurrent contribution from scattering with
the turbulence ripples of the heliospheric magnetic field can-
not be excluded, especially in relation to the other observed
localized fractional excess regions, although this possibility
is the topic of another paper (Desiati and Lazarian, 2011).

3 Magnetic field structure at the heliotail

The motion of solar system through the local partially ion-
ized medium1 produces a comet-like interface due to the
solar wind plasma advected downstream by the interstellar
flow, called the heliosphere. A termination shock, where
the solar wind pressure equals that from the interstellar flow,
is formed at approximately 100 AU from the Sun. The
interface separating interplanetary and interstellar magnetic
fields, called heliopause, is at a distance of approximately
200 AU in the upstream direction, and it may extend down-
stream several thousands AU (Izmodenov and Kallenbach,

1the solar system is located at the edge of the so-called local
interstellar cloud, which is part of a complex cloudlet structure ex-
panding from the Scorpion-Centaurus Association (see Frisch et al.
(2011))

2006) where it could be about 600 AU wide (Pogorelov
et al., 2009a). The LIMF drapes around the heliosphere im-
printing a deformation that affects its internal structureas
well (Pogorelov et al., 2009b). The heliospheric magnetic
field has been studied with detailed MHD simulations, where
the effects from the 26 day solar rotation and the 11 year so-
lar cycle were considered (Pogorelov et al., 2009a) (see also
Scherer and Fahr (2003)). Over solar cycles the magnetic
field polarity is reversed every 11 years, generating unipo-
lar regions dragged along the heliotail by the∼ 100 km/s
solar wind (Parker, 1979). In particular these magnetic re-
gions grow to their maximum latitudinal extent during so-
lar minimum (about 200-300 AU in size) and reduce to zero
at solar maximum, when the heliospheric plasma is domi-
nated by the strongly mixed polarity domains (about 0.1-1
AU in size) from solar rotation (Nerney et al., 1995). Due
to the tilt of the solar magnetic axis with respect to its ro-
tation axis, the unipolar regions are thinner at lower lati-
tudes (as shown in Fig. 2). Therefore the tailward line of
view is dominated by the finely alternating magnetic field,
while along sighlines away from it the magnetic domains
have larger size. MHD numerical simulations show that the
sectored unipolar magnetic field regions can propagate for
several solar cycles before they dissipate into the local inter-
stellar medium. The corresponding periodic variations on the
heliospheric plasma induce changes in the magnitude of the
Alfvén velocity by about 20%, and of the magnetic field by
about 25% (Pogorelov et al., 2009a).

There is observational evidence that the plasma in the
heliosheath has Reynolds numberRe ≈ 1014 (see Lazar-
ian and Opher (2009) and references therein), meaning that
the strength of non-linear convective processes at the largest
scale is more important than the damping viscous processes
in the dynamics of the flow. We expect a similarly high
Reynolds number in the inner heliotail as well. In such con-
ditions it is very unlikely that plasma flow stays laminar,
and the downstream motion in the heliotail is likely turbu-
lent. In addition, the presence of neutral atoms in the par-
tially ionized local cloud medium (where the solar system
is moving) is essential for the dynamics of the heliosphere
and LIMF interaction. Charge-exchange processes between
the interstellar inflowing neutral atoms and the outflowing
solar wind protons can produce Rayleigh-Taylor type insta-
bilities on the heliopause with amplitude of a few tens AU
and over a time scale of a few hundreds years (Liewer et al.,
1996). Also in a model of plasma-neutral fluid coupled via
collision and charge-exchangeprocesses, it is found that such
non-linear coupling leads to alternate growing and damping
of Alfvénic, fast and slow turbulence modes, atL ∼100’s
AU scale and with evolution time longer than inertial time
L/VA (Shaikh and Zank, 2010), withVA the Alfvén ve-
locity. Such modulations can propagate on the heliopause,
producing ripples along the heliotail that can penetrate deep
inside the heliosheath and propagate outward into the local
interstellar medium. Therefore, although more investiga-

Fig. 2. A schematic meridional view of the sectored heliospheric
magnetic field arising from the 11-yr solar cycle polarity reversals.
The subsonic solar wind pushes the sectors across the termination
shock along the heliotail, compressing them to each other and to-
ward the heliopause. The turbulence that is expected to perturb the
heliospheric magnetized plasma, determines the thickness of the
current sheet outflow regions. While their length depends on the av-
erage magnetic field geometry and by the turbulence level. Adapted
from Nerney et al.(1995); Lazarian and Opher(2009).

by the finely alternating magnetic field, while along sigh-
lines away from it the magnetic domains have larger size.
MHD numerical simulations show that the sectored unipo-
lar magnetic field regions can propagate for several solar cy-
cles before they dissipate into the local interstellar medium.
The corresponding periodic variations on the heliospheric
plasma induce changes in the magnitude of the Alfvén ve-
locity by about 20 %, and of the magnetic field by about
25 % (Pogorelov et al., 2009a).

There is observational evidence that the plasma in the
heliosheath has Reynolds numberRe ≈ 1014 (seeLazarian
and Opher, 2009 and references therein), meaning that the
strength of non-linear convective processes at the largest
scale is more important than the damping viscous processes
in the dynamics of the flow. We expect a similarly high
Reynolds number in the inner heliotail as well. In such con-
ditions it is very unlikely that plasma flow stays laminar,
and the downstream motion in the heliotail is likely turbu-
lent. In addition, the presence of neutral atoms in the par-
tially ionized local cloud medium (where the solar system is
moving) is essential for the dynamics of the heliosphere and
LIMF interaction. Charge-exchange processes between the
interstellar inflowing neutral atoms and the outflowing solar
wind protons can produce Rayleigh-Taylor type instabilities
on the heliopause with amplitude of a few tens AU and over a
time scale of a few hundreds years (Liewer et al., 1996). Also
in a model of plasma-neutral fluid coupled via collision and
charge-exchange processes, it is found that such non-linear
coupling leads to alternate growing and damping of Alfvénic,
fast and slow turbulence modes, atL ∼ 100s AU scale and
with evolution time longer than inertial timeL/VA (Shaikh
and Zank, 2010), with VA the Alfvén velocity. Such mod-
ulations can propagate on the heliopause, producing rip-
ples along the heliotail that can penetrate deep inside the
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heliosheath and propagate outward into the local interstellar
medium. Therefore, although more investigations are needed
in order to understand the detailed plasma properties in the
heliotail and its outer boundary, it is reasonable to assume
here that magnetic fields in the heliotail are weakly stochas-
tic, and likely reconnecting as the gradient in solar wind ad-
vects magnetic field lines closer to each other. The Alfvén
velocity of the turbulence in the heliotail is expected to be ap-
proximately 40–70 km s−1, with the actual value depending
on the location within the sectored magnetic field (Pogorelov
et al., 2009a). This is smaller than the solar wind speed down-
stream the termination shock, therefore magnetic reconnec-
tion in the heliotail is not expected to change the overall mag-
netic field structure. Nevertheless, the effects of turbulence
are very important from the point of view of magnetic recon-
nection and the particle acceleration that it entails.

Simulations of the magnetic fields in the heliotail are ex-
tremely challenging due to its extension and to the com-
plex interaction with the interstellar wind and between he-
liospheric magnetic field and the LIMF, but mainly because
there is currently no direct data collection from this remote
portion of the heliosphere. Future refinements of MHD sim-
ulations will provide higher resolution mapping of the helio-
tail and of the plasma properties, that will help improving our
knowledge of its effects on TeV cosmic ray propagation.

4 Stochastic magnetic reconnection

Astrophysical plasmas are often highly ionized and magne-
tized (Parker, 1970), and they undergo dissipative processes,
which annihilate the magnetic fields and convert electromag-
netic energy into plasma energy. Due to these processes,
plasma from regions of a given polarity becomes magneti-
cally connected to that of opposite polarity: this is when mag-
netic reconnection occurs. However, reconnection speed, and
therefore the rate at which magnetic energy is converted into
plasma energy, is too small to be important for acceleration
of energetic particles, unless the effects of plasma resistivity
are negligible.

In the Sweet-Parker model of reconnection (Sweet, 1958;
Parker, 1957) the outflow is limited within the transition
zone 1, which is determined by Ohmic diffusivity (see
top of Fig. 3). In this model reconnection speed is smaller
than the Alfv́en velocity of the plasma by a factor equal to
S−1/2

= (LVA/η)−1/2, whereS is the Lundquist number,
L the length of the current sheet,VA the Alfvén speed and
η is the Ohmic resistivity of the plasma. The length of the
current sheet is determined by the extent of magnetic flux
tubes that get in contact. Although the properties and dimen-
sions of the heliotail are not well constraint yet, it is possi-
ble to state that the extension of current sheets between sec-
tored heliospheric magnetic field in the heliotail could lay be-
tween about 100 AU and 300 AU (Pogorelov et al., 2009a).
Assuming the same plasma properties as in the heliosheath
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Fig. 3. Upper plot: Sweet-Parker model of reconnection (Sweet,
1958; Parker, 1957). The outflow region is limited within a thin
transition zone∆ between the reversed magnetic field lines, which
depends on plasma resistivity. The other scale is an astrophysi-
cal scaleL≫∆. Middle plot: Reconnection of weakly stochastic
magnetic field according to Lazarian and Vishniac (1999). The out-
flow region is determined by the diffusion of magnetic field lines,
which depends on the field stochasticity.Lower plot: An individ-
ual small scale reconnection region. The reconnection oversmall
patches of magnetic field determines the local reconnectionspeed.
The global reconnection speed is substantially larger as many in-
dependent patches come together. The bottleneck for the process
is given by magnetic field wandering and it gets comparable toL

as the turbulence injection velocity approaches the Alfvenic one.
From Lazarian et al. (2004).

tions are needed in order to understand the detailed plasma
properties in the heliotail and its outer boundary, it is rea-
sonable to assume here that magnetic fields in the heliotail
are weakly stochastic, and likely reconnecting as the gradi-
ent in solar wind advects magnetic field lines closer to each
other. The Alfvén velocity of the turbulence in the heliotail
is expected to be approximately 40-70 km/s, with the actual
value depending on the location within the sectored mag-
netic field (Pogorelov et al., 2009a). This is smaller than the
solar wind speed downstream the termination shock, there-
fore magnetic reconnection in the heliotail is not expected
to change the overall magnetic field structure. Nevertheless,
the effects of turbulence are very important from the point of
view of magnetic reconnection and the particle acceleration
that it entails.

Simulations of the magnetic fields in the heliotail are ex-
tremely challenging due to its extension and to the com-
plex interaction with the interstellar wind and between he-
liospheric magnetic field and the LIMF, but mainly because
there is currently no direct data collection from this remote
portion of the heliosphere. Future refinements of MHD sim-
ulations will provide higher resolution mapping of the helio-
tail and of the plasma properties, that will help improving our
knowledge of its effects on TeV cosmic ray propagation.

4 Stochastic magnetic reconnection

Astrophysical plasmas are often highly ionized and mag-
netized (Parker, 1970), and they undergo dissipative pro-
cesses, which annihilate the magnetic fields and convert elec-
tromagnetic energy into plasma energy. Due to these pro-
cesses, plasma from regions of a given polarity becomes
magnetically connected to that of opposite polarity: this is
when magnetic reconnection occurs. However, reconnection
speed, and therefore the rate at which magnetic energy is
converted into plasma energy, is too small to be important
for acceleration of energetic particles, unless the effects of
plasma resistivity are negligible.

In the Sweet-Parker model of reconnection (Sweet, 1958;
Parker, 1957) the outflow is limited within the transition
zone∆, which is determined by Ohmic diffusivity (see top
of Fig. 3). In this model reconnection speed is smaller
than the Alfvén velocity of the plasma by a factor equal to
S−1/2 = (LVA/η)−1/2, whereS is the Lundquist number,
L the length of the current sheet,VA the Alfvén speed and
η is the Ohmic resistivity of the plasma. The length of the
current sheet is determined by the extent of magnetic flux
tubes that get in contact. Although the properties and dimen-
sions of the heliotail are not well constraint yet, it is possible
to state that the extension of current sheets between sectored
heliospheric magnetic field in the heliotail could lay between
about 100 AU and 300 AU (Pogorelov et al., 2009a). Assum-
ing the same plasma properties as in the heliosheath closer
to the heliospheric nose, S is about 1012-1013 (Lazarian and
Opher, 2009). Therefore, the corresponding reconnection
speed for the Sweet-Parker model is several orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the Alfvén velocity. In fact in this case
plasma collected over the size L should be ejected with speed
∼ VA through the outflow region of thickness∆ = LS−1/2,
i.e. much smaller than the length of the current sheet. It is
the large difference betweenL and∆ that makes reconnec-
tion slow and unlikely to produce any effect on the plasma.
The major consequence of such a model is that reconnection
speed is limited by Ohmic resistivity of the plasma (see right
panel of Fig. 4). Since most astrophysical plasmas have very
low resistivity, a magnetic reconnection mechanism such this
would not produce observable effects.

On the other hand, various observations suggest that re-
connection, when it occurs, can be fast in some circum-
stances. For instance the development of solar flares sug-
gests that magnetic reconnection should be initially slow in
order to ensure the accumulation of magnetic flux, and then
suddenly becomes fast in order to explain the observed fast
release of energy. Fast reconnection would requireL ∼ ∆,
meaning that the region over which magnetic flux tubes in-
tersect is comparable to the size of the outflow region. This
can be achieved by increasing the outflow region beyond
the prediction of Sweet-Parker model, or by makingL as
small as the Ohmic diffusion region, so that magnetic field
lines reconnect in an ”X-point”. In this X-point collision-

Fig. 3. Upper plot: Sweet-Parker model of reconnection (Sweet,
1958; Parker, 1957). The outflow region is limited within a thin
transition zone1 between the reversed magnetic field lines, which
depends on plasma resistivity. The other scale is an astrophysi-
cal scaleL � 1. Middle plot: reconnection of weakly stochastic
magnetic field according toLazarian and Vishniac(1999). The out-
flow region is determined by the diffusion of magnetic field lines,
which depends on the field stochasticity. Lower plot: an individ-
ual small scale reconnection region. The reconnection over small
patches of magnetic field determines the local reconnection speed.
The global reconnection speed is substantially larger as many in-
dependent patches come together. The bottleneck for the process is
given by magnetic field wandering and it becomes comparable to
L as the turbulence injection velocity approaches the Alfvenic one.
FromLazarian et al.(2004).

closer to the heliospheric nose,S is about 1012–1013 (Lazar-
ian and Opher, 2009). Therefore, the corresponding recon-
nection speed for the Sweet-Parker model is several orders
of magnitude smaller than the Alfvén velocity. In fact in
this case plasma collected over the sizeL should be ejected
with speed∼VA through the outflow region of thickness
1 = LS−1/2, i.e. much smaller than the length of the cur-
rent sheet. It is the large difference betweenL and1 that
makes reconnection slow and unlikely to produce any effect
on the plasma. The major consequence of such a model is
that reconnection speed is limited by Ohmic resistivity of the
plasma (see right panel of Fig.4). Since most astrophysical
plasmas have very low resistivity, a magnetic reconnection
mechanism such this would not produce observable effects.

On the other hand, various observations suggest that re-
connection, when it occurs, can be fast in some circum-
stances. For instance, the development of solar flares sug-
gests that magnetic reconnection should be initially slow in
order to ensure the accumulation of magnetic flux, and then
suddenly becomes fast in order to explain the observed fast
release of energy. Fast reconnection would requireL ∼ 1,
meaning that the region over which magnetic flux tubes in-
tersect is comparable to the size of the outflow region. This
can be achieved by increasing the outflow region beyond
the prediction of Sweet-Parker model, or by makingL as
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Fig. 4. Left panel: dependence of the reconnection speedVR on injection powerPinj . Right panel: dependence of the reconnection speed
VR on the uniform resistivityηu. Open symbols are for Sweet-Parker reconnection scenario (Sweet, 1958; Parker, 1957), and filled symbols
are for weakly stochastic reconnection scenario (Lazarianand Vishniac, 1999). See Kowal et al. (2009); Lazarian et al.(2011).

less model (Petschek, 1964), reconnection speed does not
depend on the resistivity and it is of the order of Alfvén ve-
locity of the plasma. On the other hand X-points are found
to be unstable and to collapse into a Sweet-Parker current
sheet in the MHD regime (Biskamp, 1996). In a collision-
less plasma X-point, stability can be maintained through cou-
pling to a dispersive plasma mode (Sturrock, 1966; Shay and
Drake, 1998). Recently it was discovered that X-points can
be stabilized in the presence of MHD Hall effect so that the
outflow opens up on larger scale, thus making reconnection
fast (Shay et al., 1998, 2004). On the other hand, most astro-
physical plasmas are turbulent, and the heliosphere is most
probably not an exception. This means that X-points can be
created by turbulence and sustained at small scale by Hall-
MHD effects, but only until turbulence itself collapses the
X-points to form extended thick outflow regions (as observed
by Ciaravella and Raymond (2008) in multi-frequency ob-
servations of solar flares). Even without turbulence it has
been suggested that magnetic islands dynamically produced
at X-points tend to be volume filling and to produce thick
collisionless reconnection regions (Drake et al., 2006) with
high reconnection speed. However, since turbulence is likely
ubiquitous in astrophysics plasmas, we concentrate here on
fast reconnection mechanisms in weakly stochastic plasmas.

A model of fast magnetic reconnection that generalizes the
Sweet-Parker scheme for the case of weakly stochastic mag-
netic fields was proposed by Lazarian and Vishniac (1999)
(henceforth LV99). Even though the notion of reconnection
affected by turbulence is not new, in the LV99 model it is
recognized that turbulence can decouple the width of plasma
outflow region from the scale determined by Ohmic effects.
In fact the outflow width is limited by the diffusion of mag-
netic field lines, which depends on turbulence only (see cen-

ter of Fig. 3), and can be much wider than the thickness of
the individual current sheets (see bottom of Fig. 3). Although
reconnection events happen on small scalesλ‖, where mag-
netic field lines get into contact, a number of independent
reconnection processes takes place simultaneously over ex-
tended macroscopic current sheetsL ≫ λ‖ within a wide
outflow region∆∼L. Therefore the effective reconnection
rate is not limited by the speed of individual Sweet-Parker
events on scaleλ‖ (where plasma resistivity plays a domi-
nant role), instead, it is enhanced by the large∆, that depends
on the magnetic field wandering. In such a situation it was
found that reconnection speed is close to the turbulent veloc-
ity in the plasma. In particular, assuming isotropically driven
turbulence characterized by an injection scalel . L the re-
connection speed is (Lazarian and Vishniac, 1999; Lazarian,
2006)

VR ≈ VA

(

l

L

)1/2 (

Vl

VA

)2

, (1)

whereVl is the turbulent velocity at the largest scale and
VA the Alfvén velocity. Since turbulence in the heliotail is
assumed to be weak, magnetic perturbations are compara-
bly smaller with respect to the mean heliospheric magnetic
field, thereforeVl . VA, i.e. turbulence in the heliotail is
sub-Alfvénic.

Numerical MHD calculations of weakly stochastic mag-
netic reconnection were performed by Kowal et al. (2009)
and they proved that reconnection is fast and independent
of Ohmic resistivity of the plasma, as shown in right panel
of Fig 4, while it depends on the power of injected turbu-
lence (shown in left panel of Fig. 4). In these simulations,
turbulence is preexisting and not related to reconnection pro-
cesses. By varying the Ohmic and anomalous resistivity of

Fig. 4.Left panel: dependence of the reconnection speedVR on injection powerPinj . Right panel: dependence of the reconnection speedVR
on the uniform resistivityηu. Open symbols are for Sweet-Parker reconnection scenario (Sweet, 1958; Parker, 1957), and filled symbols are
for weakly stochastic reconnection scenario (Lazarian and Vishniac, 1999). SeeKowal et al.(2009); Lazarian et al.(2011).

small as the Ohmic diffusion region, so that magnetic field
lines reconnect in an “X-point”. In this X-point collision-
less model (Petschek, 1964), reconnection speed does not
depend on the resistivity and it is of the order of Alfvén ve-
locity of the plasma. On the other hand, X-points are found
to be unstable and to collapse into a Sweet-Parker current
sheet in the MHD regime (Biskamp, 1996). In a collision-
less plasma X-point, stability can be maintained through cou-
pling to a dispersive plasma mode (Sturrock, 1966; Shay and
Drake, 1998). Recently it was discovered that X-points can
be stabilized in the presence of MHD Hall effect so that the
outflow opens up on larger scale, thus making reconnection
fast (Shay et al., 1998, 2004). On the other hand, most astro-
physical plasmas are turbulent, and the heliosphere is most
probably not an exception. This means that X-points can be
created by turbulence and sustained at small scale by Hall-
MHD effects, but only until turbulence itself collapses the
X-points to form extended thick outflow regions (as observed
by Ciaravella and Raymond(2008) in multi-frequency obser-
vations of solar flares). Even without turbulence it has been
suggested that magnetic islands dynamically produced at X-
points tend to be volume filling and to produce thick colli-
sionless reconnection regions (Drake et al., 2006), with high
reconnection speed. However, since turbulence is likely ubiq-
uitous in astrophysics plasmas, we concentrate here on fast
reconnection mechanisms in weakly stochastic plasmas.

A model of fast magnetic reconnection that generalizes
the Sweet-Parker scheme for the case of weakly stochas-
tic magnetic fields was proposed byLazarian and Vishniac
(1999) (henceforth LV99). Even though the notion of recon-
nection affected by turbulence is not new, in the LV99 model
it is recognized that turbulence can decouple the width of
plasma outflow region from the scale determined by Ohmic
effects. In fact the outflow width is limited by the diffusion of

magnetic field lines, which depends on turbulence only (see
center of Fig.3), and can be much wider than the thickness
of the individual current sheets (see bottom of Fig.3). Al-
though reconnection events happen on small scalesλ‖, where
magnetic field lines get into contact, a number of indepen-
dent reconnection processes takes place simultaneously over
extended macroscopic current sheetsL � λ‖ within a wide
outflow region1 ∼ L. Therefore, the effective reconnection
rate is not limited by the speed of individual Sweet-Parker
events on scaleλ‖ (where plasma resistivity plays a domi-
nant role), instead, it is enhanced by the large1 that depends
on the magnetic field wandering. In such a situation it was
found that reconnection speed is close to the turbulent veloc-
ity in the plasma. In particular, assuming isotropically driven
turbulence characterized by an injection scalel . L the re-
connection speed is (Lazarian and Vishniac, 1999; Lazarian,
2006)

VR ≈ VA

(
l

L

)1/2 (
Vl

VA

)2

, (1)

whereVl is the turbulent velocity at the largest scale and
VA the Alfvén velocity. Since turbulence in the heliotail is
assumed to be weak, magnetic perturbations are compara-
bly smaller with respect to the mean heliospheric magnetic
field, thereforeVl . VA (i.e. turbulence in the heliotail is sub-
Alfv énic).

Numerical MHD calculations of weakly stochastic mag-
netic reconnection were performed byKowal et al. (2009)
and they proved that reconnection is fast and independent
of Ohmic resistivity of the plasma, as shown in right panel
of Fig. 4, while it depends on the power of injected turbu-
lence (shown in left panel of Fig.4). In these simulations,
turbulence is preexisting and not related to reconnection pro-
cesses. By varying the Ohmic and anomalous resistivity of
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the plasma, reconnection rate is not affected, confirming that
in the presence of turbulence resistivity is not important.

In the LV99 model, reconnection develops while the wide
outflow region is filled with turbulent reconnected magnetic
field lines moving in opposite directions. In fact, numerical
simulations byKowal et al. (2011) show that the interface
between the oppositely oriented magnetic fields has a much
more complex topology if compared to the Sweet-Parker re-
connection mechanism, and also to the schematic representa-
tion in Fig.3 (see Sect.5). The outflow volume is filled with
enhanced current density regions with loops of reconnected
magnetic flux, where locally reconnection works faster since
the current density reaches higher values. The magnetic loops
shrink as a dynamical consequence of reconnection develop-
ment, while multiple reconnection events happen at the same
time due to the magnetic field stochasticity.

5 Acceleration in reconnection regions

Electric fields associated with reconnection events can ac-
celerate energetic particles. For a particle of chargeq, the
typical energy gained in a reconnection process is of the or-
der q (VR/c)B λq , whereλq is the coherence length of the
particle within the reconnection layer. Efficient acceleration
would require, therefore, bothVR andλq to be large. How-
ever, in general in any fast reconnection mechanism, the frac-
tion of volume that is subject to resistive effects and reveals
strong electric fields is small and most of the magnetic en-
ergy is converted into kinetic energy of the plasma instead.
Therefore, only a small fraction of the energy can be trans-
ferred through any fast reconnection process to energetic par-
ticles if a direct electric field is involved. The observation of
a large normal component of the electric field near an X re-
connection point in the Earth’s magnetotail was interpreted
as Hall electric field at the X-point current sheet byWygant
et al.(2005), capable of accelerating ions to∼10s keV scale.
In this paper we concentrate on the mechanism of energetic
particle re-acceleration in weakly stochastic reconnection re-
gions.

In the LV99 mechanism, reconnection speed can approach
VA , which can be appreciably large, therefore particles en-
trained on reconnecting field lines bounce back and forth
between the approaching magnetic walls while staying on
the field lines that are contracting. This results in an in-
crease of particle velocity with every bouncing, as discussed
by de Gouveia Dal Pino and Lazarian(2003, 2005) (see
alsoLazarian, 2005), where it was shown that reconnection
induces particle acceleration. The effect that individual mag-
netic loops shrinking in the reconnection region have on en-
ergetic particles is equivalent to that of first order Fermi ac-
celeration in magnetic mirrors. Figure5 schematically repre-
sents the simplest realization of acceleration within the re-
connection region expected within LV99 model. As ener-
getic particles bounce back and forth between converging
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the plasma, reconnection rate is not affected, confirming that
in the presence of turbulence resistivity is not important.

In the LV99 model, reconnection develops while the wide
outflow region is filled with turbulent reconnected magnetic
field lines moving in opposite directions. In fact, numeri-
cal simulation by Kowal et al. (2011) show that the interface
between the oppositely directly magnetic fields has a much
more complex topology if compared to the Sweet-Parker re-
connection mechanism, and also to the schematic representa-
tion in Fig. 3 (see Sec. 5). The outflow volume is filled with
enhanced current density regions with loops of reconnected
magnetic flux, where locally reconnection works faster since
the current density reaches higher values. The magnetic
loops shrink as a dynamical consequence of reconnection de-
velopment, while multiple reconnection events happen at the
same time due to the magnetic field stochasticity.

5 Acceleration in reconnection regions

Electric fields associated with reconnection events can ac-
celerate energetic particles. For a particle of chargeq, the
typical energy gained in a reconnection process is of the or-
der q(VR/c)Bλq, whereλq is the coherence length of the
particle within the reconnection layer. Efficient acceleration
would require, therefore, bothVR andλq to be large. How-
ever, in general in any fast reconnection mechanism, the frac-
tion of volume that is subject to resistive effects and reveals
strong electric fields is small and most of the magnetic energy
is converted into kinetic energy of the plasma instead. There-
fore only a small fraction of the energy can be transferred
through any fast reconnection process to energetic particles
if direct electric field is involved. The observation of a large
normal component of the electric field near an X reconnec-
tion point in the Earth’s magnetotail, was interpreted as Hall
electric field at the X-point current sheet by Wygant et al.
(2005), capable of accelerating ions to∼ 10’s keV scale.
In this paper we concentrate on the mechanism of energetic
particle re-acceleration in weakly stochastic reconnection re-
gions.

In the LV99 mechanism, reconnection speed can approach
VA, which can be appreciably large, therefore particles en-
trained on reconnecting field lines bounce back and forth be-
tween the approaching magnetic walls while staying on the
field lines that are contracting. This results in an increase
of particle velocity with every bouncing, as discussed by de
Gouveia Dal Pino and Lazarian (2003, 2005) (see also Lazar-
ian (2005)) where it was shown that reconnection induces
particle acceleration. The effect that individual magnetic
loops shrinking in the reconnection region have on energetic
particles, is equivalent to that of first order Fermi accelera-
tion in magnetic mirrors. Fig. 5 schematically represents the
simplest realization of acceleration within the reconnection
region expected within LV99 model. As energetic particles
bounce back and forth between converging magnetic fluxes,
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Fig. 5. The simplest realization of magnetic reconnection at small
scale and of acceleration as an energetic particle bounces back and
forth between converging magnetic field lines. The converging ve-
locity determines the reconnection speedVR, while the advection
of the accelerated particles entrained on the magnetic fieldlines,
occurs at an outflow speed that in most cases is of order the Alfvén
velocity of the plasmaVA. Particles bouncing at points A and B
happens because either of streaming instability induced byener-
getic particles or magnetic turbulence in the reconnectionregion.
In an actual turbulent plasma, the outflow region, at large scale, is
filled with reconnecting loops and current sheets, each of which a
possible acceleration site (see text). From Lazarian (2005).

they gain energy. In the figure, the bouncing at points A and
B is just an illustration of the process. In reality particles
never pass by the same points in 3D, but they locally stream
along magnetic field lines and bounce back and forth through
magnetic bottles that form in the reconnection region.

The simple acceleration process represented in Fig. 5 can
be easily quantified. An energetic particle with energyE
bouncing back and forth between a magnetic mirror will gain
an energy∆E ∼ (VR/c)E in every cycle. The process con-
tinues until particles gain enough high energy to either dif-
fuse perpendicularly out of the reconnection region or get
ejected by the outflow plasma at the Alfvén velocity. This
last possibility was considered by de Gouveia Dal Pino and
Lazarian (2003, 2005), namely that particle diffusion perpen-
dicular to the mean magnetic field is negligible. Perpendic-
ular diffusion arises from magnetic field wandering as par-
ticles scatter marginally perpendicular to the local magnetic
field. This effect was accounted by Yan and Lazarian (2004,
2008) to describe cosmic ray propagation, for instance. As
mentioned, the properties of turbulent plasma in the helio-
tail are not well know at this point, therefore it is difficultto
quantify the diffusion regime, nevertheless, in general per-
pendicular scattering in sub-Alfvénic turbulence is found to
be subdominant with respect to parallel scattering (Yan and
Lazarian, 2008; Beresnyak et al., 2011) (see also Lazarian
(2006, 2007)). In this case, the energy spectrum of accel-
erated test particles2 is (de Gouveia Dal Pino and Lazarian,

2i.e. neglecting the back-reaction of accelerated particles,
see Longair (1992)

Fig. 5. The simplest realization of magnetic reconnection at small
scale and of acceleration as an energetic particle bounces back and
forth between converging magnetic field lines. The converging ve-
locity determines the reconnection speedVR, while the advection
of the accelerated particles entrained on the magnetic field lines,
occurs at an outflow speed that in most cases is of order the Alfvén
velocity of the plasmaVA . Particles bouncing at points A and B
happens because either of streaming instability induced by ener-
getic particles or magnetic turbulence in the reconnection region.
In an actual turbulent plasma, the outflow region, at large scale, is
filled with reconnecting loops and current sheets, each of which a
possible acceleration site (see text). FromLazarian(2005).

magnetic fluxes, they gain energy. In the figure, the bouncing
at points A and B is just an illustration of the process. In real-
ity particles never pass by the same points in 3-D, but they lo-
cally stream along magnetic field lines and bounce back and
forth through magnetic bottles that form in the reconnection
region.

The simple acceleration process represented in Fig.5 can
be easily quantified. An energetic particle with energyE

bouncing back and forth between a magnetic mirror will gain
an energy1E ∼ (VR/c)E in every cycle. The process con-
tinues until particles gain enough high energy to either dif-
fuse perpendicularly out of the reconnection region or get
ejected by the outflow plasma at the Alfvén velocity. This
last possibility was considered byde Gouveia Dal Pino and
Lazarian(2003, 2005), namely that particle diffusion perpen-
dicular to the mean magnetic field is negligible. Perpendic-
ular diffusion arises from magnetic field wandering as par-
ticles scatter marginally perpendicular to the local magnetic
field. This effect was accounted byYan and Lazarian(2004,
2008) to describe cosmic ray propagation, for instance. As
mentioned, the properties of turbulent plasma in the helio-
tail are not well know at this point, therefore it is difficult to
quantify the diffusion regime; nevertheless, in general per-
pendicular scattering in sub-Alfvénic turbulence is found to
be subdominant with respect to parallel scattering (Yan and
Lazarian, 2008; Beresnyak et al., 2011) (see alsoLazarian,
2006, 2007). In this case, the energy spectrum of accelerated
test particles2 is (de Gouveia Dal Pino and Lazarian, 2003;
Lazarian and Opher, 2009)

2i.e. neglecting the back-reaction of accelerated particles,
seeLongair(1992)
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N(E)dE ∼ E−5/2dE. (2)

If perpendicular diffusion in the reconnection region is
not negligible, particles bouncing between approaching re-
connecting field lines of the magnetic mirror are not con-
fined as within walls, but can keep bouncing while reconnec-
tion proceeds. In this situation particles may have cross field
propagation but cannot escape from the large scale reconnec-
tion region, producing a spectrum asymptotically reaching
N(E)dE ∼ E−1dE.

In case of re-acceleration of cosmic rays with a seed spec-
trum E−2.7, after acceleration it still becomes∝ E−5/2, i.e.
harder than the initial spectrum. It is important to note that
the expected energy spectrum in Eq. (2) is an estimate based
on a rather idealized situation. The derivation above consid-
ers only particles bouncing back and forth between the two
reconnection layers. The actual picture of stochastic recon-
nection in the LV99 model includes many simultaneous re-
connection events happening at different scales throughout
the reconnection volume. Figure6 (from Kowal et al., 2011)
shows an evolved 2-D snapshot of magnetic field configura-
tion during reconnection from a nearly incompressible non-
resistive MHD domain simulation without including kinetic
effects, such as pressure anisotropy, the Hall term, or anoma-
lous effects. The initial condition of the domain was set with
eight Harris current sheets in a periodic box and a density
profile corresponding to a uniform total pressure. A pertur-
bation with random weak velocity fluctuations was used to
enable spontaneous reconnection events. It is evident from
the figure that the reconnection volume is filled with mag-
netic loops (or islands) and that several reconnection events
occur at the same time within the loops and along the current
sheets between the loops. The simulation shows the existence
of merging loops with their resulting deformation and con-
traction that provide appropriate conditions for particle ac-
celeration. This picture is very similar to the 2-D simulation
by Drake et al.(2010), where islands, or loops, are in fact
only the 2-D projections of 3-D magnetic tubes, as shown
in Kowal et al.(2011)

The topological complexity of the reconnection region
may have an influence on the actual spectral shape of the
accelerated particles. Each local reconnection region (within
a magnetic loop or a current sheet) provides the accelerated
spectrum∝ E−5/2. But when energetic particles cross sev-
eral reconnection regions they undergo further acceleration
with a seed spectrum, corresponding to that gained within
the previously crossed reconnection region. It is well known
from the theory of diffusive shock acceleration that the sup-
ply of a seed power law spectrum into an acceleration region
leads to an amplification of the distribution without changing
the spectral index. However the increased number of high
energy particles is accompanied by a decrease of the number
density at the low energy cutoff, leading to a flattening of the
distribution at intermediate energy (seeBell, 1978; Melrose
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2003; Lazarian and Opher, 2009)

N(E)dE ∼ E−5/2dE. (2)

If perpendicular diffusion in the reconnection region is not
negligible, particles bouncing between approaching recon-
necting field lines of the magnetic mirror are not confined
as within walls, but can keep bouncing while reconnection
proceeds. In this situation particles may have cross field
propagation but cannot escape from the large scale recon-
nection region, producing a spectrum asymptotically reach-
ing N(E)dE ∼ E−1dE.

In case of re-acceleration of cosmic rays with a seed spec-
trum E−2.7, after acceleration it still becomes∝E−5/2, i.e.
harder than the initial spectrum. It is important to note that
the expected energy spectrum Eq. 2 is an estimate based on
a rather idealized situation. The derivation above considers
only particles bouncing back and forth between the two re-
connection layers. The actual picture of stochastic recon-
nection in the LV99 model includes many simultaneous re-
connection events happening at different scales throughout
the reconnection volume. Fig. 6 (from Kowal et al. (2011))
shows an evolved 2D snapshot of magnetic field configura-
tion during reconnection from a nearly incompressible non-
resistive MHD domain simulation without including kinetic
effects, such as pressure anisotropy, the Hall term, or anoma-
lous effects. The initial condition of the domain was set with
eight Harris current sheets in a periodic box and a density
profile corresponding to a uniform total pressure. A pertur-
bation with random weak velocity fluctuations was used to
enable spontaneous reconnection events. It is evident from
the figure that the reconnection volume is filled with mag-
netic loops (or islands) and that several reconnection events
occur at the same times within the loops and along the current
sheets between the loops. The simulation shows the exis-
tence of merging loops with their resulting deformation and
contraction, that provide appropriate conditions for particle
acceleration. This picture is very similar to the 2D simula-
tion by Drake et al. (2010), where islands, or loops, are in
fact only the 2D projections of 3D magnetic tubes, as shown
in Kowal et al. (2011)

The topological complexity of the reconnection region
may have an influence on the actual spectral shape of the
accelerated particles. Each local reconnection region (within
a magnetic loop or a current sheet) provides the accelerated
spectrum∝E−5/2. But when energetic particles cross sev-
eral reconnection regions they undergo further acceleration
with a seed spectrum corresponding to that gained within
the previously crossed reconnection region. It is well known
from the theory of diffusive shock acceleration, that the sup-
ply of a seed power law spectrum into an acceleration region
leads to an amplification of the distribution without changing
the spectral index. However the increased number of high
energy particles is accompanied by a decrease of the number
density at the low energy cutoff, leading to a flattening of the

Fig. 6. Evolved 2D snapshot of magnetic field configuration where
eight parallel Harris current sheets were perturbed in order to trig-
ger plasma instabilities and reconnection events (represented in grey
shades). 10,000 test particles, with initial thermal distribution with
temperature corresponding to the sound speed of the MHD model,
were injected in this plasma snapshot to study the acceleration
mechanism induced by magnetic reconnection. The red and green
colors correspond to regions where either parallel or perpendicu-
lar acceleration occurs, respectively, while the yellow color shows
locations where both types of acceleration occur. The parallel com-
ponent increases in the contracting islands and in the current sheets
as well, while the perpendicular component increases mostly in the
regions between current sheets. The white boxes correspondto the
sites where detailed determination of acceleration properties were
done (see text). From Kowal et al. (2011).

distribution at intermediate energy (see Bell (1978); Melrose
and Pope (1993); Gieseler and Jones (2000)), and, therefore,
to a harder energy spectrum. The exact slope of the final
spectrum after bouncing within and escaping from several
reconnection regions depends on the cutoff energy and on
energy loss processes that particles undergo during accelera-
tion and, most importantly, between acceleration processes.
Scattering, for instance can degrade particle energy so that at
each acceleration step a new low energy population is seeded
into the process, leading to a softening of the spectrum.

Non-linear effects from back-reaction of the accelerated
particles might be important in reconnection processes.
However so far the only approach to address back-reaction of
particles on reconnecting plasma involved electrons (Drake
et al., 2006). In fact the evidence of back-reaction can be
found in the simulations of test particles propagating in the
magnetotail (Birn et al., 2004) and also in test particles stud-
ies in MHD models with magnetic islands (Matthaeus et al.,
1984; Kliem, 1994). In Drake et al. (2006), where accel-
eration occurs in contracting loops formed in 2D collision-
less reconnection, back-reaction is introduced by the term
(1 − 8πǭ‖/B2), where ǭ‖ is the energetic particle parallel
energy averaged over the distribution of particle velocities.
This would produce an accelerated spectrum∼ E−3/2, in-
stead of the steeper∼ E−5/2.

Numerical simulations of test particles injected in the do-
main represented in Fig. 6, with initial thermal distribution,
show that particle velocity parallel (in red) and perpendicu-

Fig. 6.Evolved 2-D snapshot of magnetic field configuration where
eight parallel Harris current sheets were perturbed in order to trig-
ger plasma instabilities and reconnection events (represented in grey
shades). 10 000 test particles, with initial thermal distribution with
temperature corresponding to the sound speed of the MHD model
were injected in this plasma snapshot to study the acceleration
mechanism induced by magnetic reconnection. The red and green
colors correspond to regions where either parallel or perpendicu-
lar acceleration occurs, respectively, while the yellow color shows
locations where both types of acceleration occur. The parallel com-
ponent increases in the contracting islands and in the current sheets
as well, while the perpendicular component increases mostly in the
regions between current sheets. The white boxes correspond to the
sites where detailed determination of acceleration properties were
done (see text). FromKowal et al.(2011).

and Pope, 1993; Gieseler and Jones, 2000), and, therefore,
to a harder energy spectrum. The exact slope of the final
spectrum after bouncing within and escaping from several
reconnection regions depends on the cutoff energy, and on
energy loss processes that particles undergo during acceler-
ation and, most importantly, between acceleration processes.
Scattering, for instance can degrade particle energy so that at
each acceleration step a new low energy population is seeded
into the process, leading to a softening of the spectrum.

Non-linear effects from back-reaction of the accelerated
particles might be important in reconnection processes. How-
ever, so far the only approach to address back-reaction of
particles on reconnecting plasma involved electrons (Drake
et al., 2006). In fact the evidence of back-reaction can be
found in the simulations of test particles propagating in the
magnetotail (Birn et al., 2004) and also in test particles stud-
ies in MHD models with magnetic islands (Matthaeus et al.,
1984; Kliem, 1994). In Drake et al.(2006), where acceler-
ation occurs in contracting loops formed in 2-D collision-
less reconnection, back-reaction is introduced by the term
(1− 8πε̄‖/B

2), whereε̄‖ is the energetic particle parallel en-
ergy averaged over the distribution of particle velocities. This
would produce an accelerated spectrum∼ E−3/2, instead of
the steeper∼E−5/2.

Numerical simulations of test particles injected in the do-
main represented in Fig.6, with initial thermal distribution,
show that particle velocity parallel (in red) and perpendicu-
lar (in green) to the mean magnetic field increases. Yellow
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Fig. 7. Top panel: kinetic energy evolution in time of 10,000 pro-
tons in a 2D model of reconnection (i.e. with magnetic field ona
plane).Bottom panel: the same distribution but in a fully 3D model
of reconnection. In 2D the perpendicular component of particle ve-
locities (in blue) becomes dominant over time with respect to the
parallel component (in red). While in a 3D domain it is the parallel
component to dominate. The energy is normalized to the proton rest
mass. The background magnetized flow with multiple current sheet
layers is at time 4.0 in Alfvén time units in the model. Note that
the transition from exponential energy grow to nearly linear occurs
when the largest loop in the plasma reaches the size of a few tens
the size of simulation box. From Kowal et al. (2011).

lar (in green) to the mean magnetic field increases. Yellow
color indicates the locations where acceleration increases
both components without preference. But while in 2D do-
mains perpendicular velocity mostly increases over longer
integration time, in 3D, where the loops develop in mag-
netic tubes, there is no such a limitation making accelera-
tion in the parallel dimension dominant (Kowal et al., 2011,
2012) as shown in Fig. 7, where velocities were sampled
within the regions indicated with white boxes in Fig. 6. It
is found that within contracting/deforming magnetic loops
or current sheets particles accelerate mainly through firstor-
der Fermi acceleration with particles bouncing back and forth
between convergingmirrors (de Gouveia Dal Pino and Lazar-
ian, 2003, 2005; Drake et al., 2010), while outside these re-
gions particles mostly undergo drift acceleration from mag-
netic field gradients. It is possible that turbulence far from
loops, current sheets and diffusion regions, favors mostly
second order Fermi acceleration mechanisms with particles
being scattered by approaching and receding magnetic irreg-

ularities. In Kowal et al. (2012) it was argued that second
order Fermi acceleration is the dominant process in purely
turbulent plasmas with no converging flow, although its rate
is reduced. Moreover, reconnection layers in pure turbu-
lence could be responsible for first-order Fermi acceleration
of low energy particles. However, more studies are needed to
fully understand the interplay between different acceleration
mechanisms in turbulent media.

In shock acceleration, particles gain energy via plasma
compression differences between the upstream and down-
stream regions. Energy gain is described by Parker’s trans-
port equation (Parker, 1965), which was derived in the limit
of strong scattering, and it is explicitly driven by plasma
compression. On the other hand in magnetic reconnection
it is possible to have acceleration even in an incompressible
plasma. In fact numerical MHD simulations such as the one
by Kowal et al. (2009, 2011, 2012) were done in a nearly in-
compressible regime, and as long as there is no strong scat-
tering to maintain plasma isotropy the parallel energy gain
dominates and, as a result, the particles entrained in the re-
connecting magnetic flux gain net energy.

5.1 Re-acceleration of Cosmic Rays

The sectored heliospheric magnetic field regions in the helio-
tail generated by the 11 year solar cycle is composed by 100-
300 AU wide unipolar domains with turbulence scale likely
of order 10-100 AU, although the injection scale is not known
precisely. The downstream solar wind motion in the heliotail
induces converging flows in the turbulent plasma that ignite
reconnection. As discussed in Sec. 4, turbulence creates the
conditions for forming multiple simultaneously reconnecting
magnetic fluxes (loops and current sheets) throughout large
portions of the plasma. Acceleration takes place across the
entire reconnection region and energetic particles are accel-
erated through a sequence of multiple reconnection events
(see Sec. 5). Although second order Fermi acceleration from
pure turbulence may occur as well, as long as reconnection
is efficient first order Fermi acceleration is dominant. The
overall process, therefore, takes place across regions that are
comparable with the size of the unipolar magnetic domains,
or even the size of the heliotail itself. The energy spectrumof
those re-accelerated particles is, in the simplest case,∼ E−γ ,
with spectral indexγ = 5/2 or smaller as discussed in Sec. 5,
which is flatter than the mean cosmic ray spectrum. Such ac-
celeration can occur for as long as the cosmic ray particles
are trapped within the reconnection regions. Using the sim-
ple argument that the gyroradius should not be larger than
the size of the magnetized regionLzone, the maximum en-
ergy for a proton is (Longair, 1992)

Emax ≈ 0.5

(

B

1µG

)(

Lzone

100AU

)

TeV. (3)

The magnetic field strength in the heliotail is not known
with precision, but we can assume that it is of the order of

Fig. 7. Top panel: kinetic energy evolution in time of 10 000 pro-
tons in a 2-D model of reconnection (i.e. with magnetic field on a
plane). Bottom panel: the same distribution but in a fully 3-D model
of reconnection. In 2-D the perpendicular component of particle ve-
locities (in blue) becomes dominant over time with respect to the
parallel component (in red). While in a 3-D domain it is the parallel
component to dominate. The energy is normalized to the proton rest
mass. The background magnetized flow with multiple current sheet
layers is at time 4.0 in Alfv́en time units in the model. Note that
the transition from exponential energy grow to nearly linear occurs
when the largest loop in the plasma reaches the size of a few tens
the size of simulation box. FromKowal et al.(2011).

color indicates the locations where acceleration increases
both components without preference. But while in 2-D do-
mains perpendicular velocity mostly increases over longer
integration time, in 3-D, where the loops develop in mag-
netic tubes, there is no such a limitation making accelera-
tion in the parallel dimension dominant (Kowal et al., 2011,
2012) as shown in Fig.7, where velocities were sampled
within the regions indicated with white boxes in Fig.6. It is
found that within contracting/deforming magnetic loops or
current sheets, particles accelerate mainly through first order
Fermi acceleration with particles bouncing back and forth be-
tween converging mirrors (de Gouveia Dal Pino and Lazar-
ian, 2003, 2005; Drake et al., 2010), while outside these re-
gions particles mostly undergo drift acceleration from mag-
netic field gradients. It is possible that turbulence far from
loops, current sheets and diffusion regions favors mostly sec-
ond order Fermi acceleration mechanisms with particles be-
ing scattered by approaching and receding magnetic irreg-
ularities. InKowal et al. (2012) it was argued that second
order Fermi acceleration is the dominant process in purely

turbulent plasmas with no converging flow, although its rate
is reduced. Moreover, reconnection layers in pure turbulence
could be responsible for first-order Fermi acceleration of
low energy particles. However, more studies are needed to
fully understand the interplay between different acceleration
mechanisms in turbulent media.

In shock acceleration, particles gain energy via plasma
compression differences between the upstream and down-
stream regions. Energy gain is described by Parker’s trans-
port equation (Parker, 1965), which was derived in the limit
of strong scattering, and it is explicitly driven by plasma
compression. On the other hand in magnetic reconnection it
is possible to have acceleration even in an incompressible
plasma. In fact numerical MHD simulations such as the one
by Kowal et al.(2009, 2011, 2012) were done in a nearly in-
compressible regime, and as long as there is no strong scat-
tering to maintain plasma isotropy, the parallel energy gain
dominates and, as a result, the particles entrained in the re-
connecting magnetic flux gain net energy.

6 Re-acceleration of cosmic rays

The sectored heliospheric magnetic field regions in the he-
liotail generated by the 11 yr solar cycle is composed of
100–300 AU wide unipolar domains with turbulence scale
likely of order 10–100 AU, although the injection scale is
not known precisely. The downstream solar wind motion
in the heliotail induces converging flows in the turbulent
plasma that ignite reconnection. As discussed in Sect.4, tur-
bulence creates the conditions for forming multiple simul-
taneously reconnecting magnetic fluxes (loops and current
sheets) throughout large portions of the plasma. Accelera-
tion takes place across the entire reconnection region and en-
ergetic particles are accelerated through a sequence of multi-
ple reconnection events (see Sect.5). Although second order
Fermi acceleration from pure turbulence may occur as well,
as long as reconnection is efficient, first order Fermi acceler-
ation is dominant. The overall process, therefore, takes place
across regions that are comparable with the size of the unipo-
lar magnetic domains, or even the size of the heliotail itself.
The energy spectrum of those re-accelerated particles is, in
the simplest case,∼ E−γ , with spectral indexγ = 5/2 or
smaller as discussed in Sect.5, which is flatter than the mean
cosmic ray spectrum. Such acceleration can occur for as long
as the cosmic ray particles are trapped within the reconnec-
tion regions. Using the simple argument that the gyroradius
should not be larger than the size of the magnetized region
Lzone, the maximum energy for a proton is (Longair, 1992)

Emax ≈ 0.5

(
B

1µG

) (
Lzone

100AU

)
TeV. (3)

The magnetic field strength in the heliotail is not known
with precision, but we can assume that it is of the order
of 1–4 µG (Pogorelov et al., 2009a). Lzone is assumed to
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be within the range 100–500 AU (the higher bound being
approximately the heliotail thickness), therefore the maxi-
mum energy that cosmic rays can achieve is approximately
between 0.5–10 TeV. This means that the fractional excess
region observed in the direction of the heliotail is likely ex-
pected to have a harder spectrum than the average cosmic
rays up to about 1–10 TeV. Above this energy the spectrum
transitions back to the steeper∼ E−2.7. Scattering processes
within the heliotail can mitigate the acceleration effects and
the related cosmic ray distribution at a given energy. Based
on the global magnetic field structure in the heliotail, con-
firmed in MHD simulations (see Sect.3), TeV cosmic parti-
cles experience the lowest scattering along the line of sights
parallel to the interstellar downstream flow, where magnetic
field is strongly mixed at small scale. While away from this
direction scattering in the unipolar magnetic domains scram-
bles particles direction and effectively reduces the overall ac-
celeration efficiency. At sub-GeV energies, the stronger scat-
tering along the heliotail would degrade anisotropy and spec-
tral features. As stated inLazarian and Desiati(2010), the
properties of magnetic reconnections are still under exten-
sive study, and their level of complexity is being subject of
debate. At the same time the very little explored tail region
of the heliosphere, makes the problem under discussion here
even more uncertain. However, it is suggestive that the ob-
servation of TeV cosmic ray arrival distribution and energy
spectrum over small angular regions could be used to probe
properties over the most remote regions of the heliosphere.

Although there is no energy spectral determination in the
sub-TeV energy range, the significant hardening of the spec-
trum observed by Milagro (Abdo et al., 2008) and ARGO-
YBJ (Di Sciascio and the ARGO-YBJ Collaboration, 2012)
is indicative of a possible re-acceleration mechanism that in-
volves a fraction of cosmic rays propagating from the direc-
tion of the heliotail. While waiting for other experimental
results that can confirm a harder than average energy spec-
trum of cosmic rays within the localized excess region, the
energy flux corresponding to the∼6× 10−4 fractional ex-
cess from∼10 GeV to a few tens of TeV can be estimated to
be approximately between 10−9 and 10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, for
γ = 2.7–2.0, respectively. The corresponding average power
dissipated in the re-acceleration of such energetic particles is
approximately between 1020 and 1022 erg s−1. Even though a
precise quantitative assessment of the power necessary to re-
accelerate the fraction of energetic cosmic rays forming the
Milagro localized excess region is not possible at this point,
this simple estimation shows that the fraction of heliospheric
plasma power dissipated into cosmic ray kinetic energy is
very small if compared to that transported by the solar wind
(≈1027 erg s−1, seeParker, 1962).

It is interesting to note that within the last few years,
experimental evidence that cosmic ray spectrum becomes
harder at about 0.2–0.3 TeV/nucleon has been accumulated
by ATIC-2 (Wefel et al., 2008), CREAM (Ahn et al.,
2010) and PAMELA (Adriani et al., 2011). In particular the

CREAM results seem to suggest that cosmic ray spectrum
may become softer again at about 10 TeV/nucleon, although
more observation is needed on this regard. The direct obser-
vation of a correlation between spectral features and arrival
direction would provide a breakthrough on the role of the
heliotail in the TeV cosmic ray properties.

7 Conclusions

The observation that cosmic rays are anisotropic has gained
special attention in the last decade, since it could provide in-
formation about the galactic sources of the energetic particles
and about the properties of the local interstellar medium and
of the heliospheric magnetized plasma. Of particular interest
is the evolution with energy of its angular structure, espe-
cially of the tail-in anisotropy which appears as a broad ex-
cess at sub-TeV energies from the direction of the heliotail,
and seemingly degenerate into separate localized fractional
excess regions above a few TeV. The directional coincidence
of the tail-in excess at sub-TeV energies, and of the most
significant of the localized fractional excess regions at TeV
energies with the heliotail provides a compelling connection
to this little known extended portion of the heliosphere.

Although we cannot exclude that other phenomena occur
and might dominate the origin of the observation, such as the
effect of energetic cosmic ray interaction with the turbulent
ripples along the heliotail, in this paper another mechanism is
discussed. Namely that a fraction of cosmic rays propagating
through the heliotail are re-accelerated via first-order Fermi
acceleration mechanism in weakly stochastic magnetic re-
connection processes that originate in sectored magnetic field
domains produced by the 11-yr solar cycle. In general, 3-D
numerical simulation show that such an acceleration mech-
anism can be efficient up to a few TeV, where a flatter than
average spectrum could arise, depending on the competing
effects of multiple acceleration processes and escape or loss
effects, and back-reaction. On the other hand, the properties
of magnetized plasma in the heliotail are not yet fully un-
derstood, therefore details of cosmic ray propagation in this
region are still uncertain. Sub-TeV cosmic rays may be ac-
celerated over extended regions and may undergo more scat-
tering, thus producing a broader arrival distribution. While
multi-TeV cosmic rays undergo more efficient acceleration
and their localized substructure in arrival direction are more
related to the acceleration sites along the heliotail, such ac-
celeration mechanism is intrinsically anisotropic and as long
as scattering is sub-dominant it would generate a net energy
gain that could explain the seemingly harder spectrum ob-
served within the localized excess regions by Milagro.

Acceleration processes in weakly stochastic magnetic re-
connection regions as described byde Gouveia Dal Pino
and Lazarian(2003) have been used inLazarian and Opher
(2009) to explain the origin of the anomalous cosmic
rays. The Voyager spacecraft measurements show that the
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anomalous cosmic rays persist also downstream the termi-
nation shock, indicating that the site of their acceleration
is within the heliosheath closer to the heliopause in the
upstream interstellar flow direction. The sectored magnetic
field arising from the 26 day solar rotation and originated
by the difference between rotation and magnetic axes are
pushed away by the solar wind and compressed upstream
toward the heliopause, causing magnetic reconnection and
energetic particle acceleration. A similar model for the ori-
gin of anomalous cosmic rays was proposed byDrake et al.
(2010) where the process of collisionless reconnection was
discussed. In this paper we discussed a similar mechanism of
the re-acceleration of energetic cosmic ray particles, where
the scale of the sectored magnetic field is significantly larger.
The higher magnetic energy involved provides the possibility
to accelerate higher energy particles in an observable manner
in terms of a slightly anomalous energy spectrum and arrival
distribution.
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